Social Media Sentimental Analysis in Exhibition’s Visitor Engagement Prediction
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Abstract

In the internet age, social media and mobile devices are the most important tools of communication and marketing in the exhibition and event industry. Only a limited amount of research has explored exhibition visitors’ engagement and preference perception through social networking media. Our study explores relationship between Facebook fan pages and visitor engagements of the exhibitions. The study found that the number of visitors, Facebook fans like counts, comment counts, and emotional factors (sentiment polarity) have a significant positive correlation. On the other hand, numbers of visitor rapidly grow every year, but comment sentiment polarity of a positive emotion drops every year. This reduction is the warning sign that the exhibition management and marketing strategy need to be improved in order to continue to have a positive visitor engagement emotion. Our linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) result found that visitors were highly concerned with gamification activities for an incentive prize both to create involvement and to enhance exhibition experience. Our finding also shows the relevance of both FB like counts and comments generated by social media in relation to the visitor engagement performance. This pioneer study utilized both text mining and sentimental analysis into the exhibition study, especially the area of Asian research.
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1. Introduction

Social media and mobile devices have grown as important tools of communication and marketing in the exhibition and event industry. A limited amount of research has explored the subject of exhibition visitors’ engagement preference perception through social networking media.
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book, Twitter or blog). The company can find insight information from both customers & message posted by stockholders to predict and resolve potential problems.

Social media marketing has been dubbed the “word of mouth” marketing of the internet age. Social marketing was defined as “seeking to influence social behaviors not to benefit the marketer, but to benefit the target audience and the general society”. Word cloud delivers a two-way communication link between the customer and the brand (Patterson et al., 2009 [1]). The social media marketer is required to tap into an existing flow of information and seed positive communications between individuals and groups in virtual social networks.

Social media retained a large data of users and their personal interaction with friends, for computer scientists, social scientists, economists, and statisticians. This data now provide new opportunities for research and application. Examples of social media data are the number of pasted text, the number of click on like, comment, share and other information to be used as prediction variables. From 2006 to 2012, social media data as prediction-based studies have had rapid growth from 0% to 18%. Social media data have also become popular in forecasting studies (Schon et al., 2013 [2]).

China economy has increased for decades, Asia exhibition research has become unique and important. National Taiwan University (NTU) sentimental classification technology for Chinese language classification has become important and has increased our motivation for Asia research.

In our study, Taiwan exhibitions have been chose for it, globally renowned for its highly-developed 3C industry, the integration of social media and technologies such as APPs, QR-Codes, Facebook, RFID, and free-of-charge Wi-Fi, all of which have been applied to exhibition activities, offering advanced, convenient, and real-time services to exhibition visitors. Taiwan has a number of international standards exhibition venues which include the TWTC Halls (1, 2, 3) and Taipei Nankang Exhibition Hall. The southern Kaohsiung Exhibition Center officially opened to provide more exhibition space. In addition, more MICE venues, the Taichung Convention and Exhibition Center, and the Taoyuan Aerotropolis International Convention and Exhibition Center, have helped to lead Taiwan’s MICE industry into a new area.

According to The Global Association of the Exhibition Industry (UFI) report on The Trade Fair Industry in Asia, there are five UFI-sanctioned exhibition halls in Taiwan. At these halls, 89 exhibitions were recorded, and Chinese Taipei ranked 6th in Asia for total exhibition space sold (716,250 square meters). Advanced IT and communication technologies, plus mature industrial clusters will strengthen Taiwan’s global competitiveness. (Meetтайван, 2015 [3])

We understand that exhibition visitor preferences are very important for Professional Exhibition Organizer (PEO) as it carries out its exhibition’s design management and marketing planning. Exhibition organizers should determine the visitor preferences for the usage of social networking platforms to extract visitor a positive emotion and attitude toward to the exhibition for commitment to exhibition engagements.

Our research objective: 1) we use the text mining technic in social media to explore the relationship between the visitors’ sentimental preferences & the number of visitors; 2) we use the engagement model development to discover the correlation between fan page messages and visitor engagements; 3) we provide both PEO & PCO guidelines when implementing exhibition management.

2. Literature Review

A common metric of social engagement is the quantifiable volume of activity. A traditional form of social engagement, such as church going, may be measured by the number of one’s visits to the church. In the Internet setting a metric of social engagement on a discussion board may take the form of the number of posts made (Prohaska, Anderson & Binstock, 2012 [4]).

Fredricks, Blumenfeld, and Paris (2004) [5] have described three types of engagement: behavioral (participating), emotional (valuing), and cognitive (making a concerted effort).

Ahn (2013) [6] used text mining on some customers’ perception of brand images. Users share their experiences and sentiments about both an event and brands which as a result of a data analysis, provides an understanding of the market in real-time.

Littlewood and Bick (2014) [7] proposed the social media value chain framework with three key areas. The first area is Customer engagement activities, second area is online monitoring of communication by the social media, and the third area is the utilization of metrics to measure the social media effectiveness to the drivers of success of social media campaigns. Research has confirmed the importance of setting strategies and objectives in order to measure returns by means of word of mouth, trust, loyalty and authentic business. Social media ap-
Applications are broken down into three social media objectives, which include: brand awareness, brand engagement and word of mouth.

Guo and Chan-Olmsted (2015) [8] perceptions, social media characteristics, and audience attributes were proposed to predict the social engagement experience. This investigation tested audience motives for using social media to engage with television content. Social engagement refers to the degree of interactions or connections. The core component of the construct, “social engagement”, is engagement. It was suggested that engagement is primarily driven by program content in the television consumption context, and the deepest engagement experience.

By means of a sentimental analysis of the National Taiwan University (NTU) Sentiment Dictionary, users may express their thoughts towards an exhibition via the fans page. Such opinions can affect others’ opinions on the exhibition. If most of the fans are looking forward to the upcoming exhibition, we will have a higher confidence to predict a higher visitor rate for the new exhibition. Thus we propose to analyze the polarity (i.e. positive or negative) of users’ posts and replies on a Facebook fans page. During the prediction period, we count the total number of positive/negative words in the posts and replies and normalize these values as “opinion features”. We adopt the NTU Sentiment Dictionary to generate opinion features.

Visualization technology tools invented since 2008, and a growth in graphics has risen exponentially. Between 2011 and 2013, an average of 110 new infographics were created and published for the world to see every day (DeMers, 2013). Word cloud use the most frequently used words in text and randomly displays them by size. Word clouds also display words in different colors and shape in order to a pleasing look (de Noyelles & Reyes-Foster, 2015 [9]).

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) has been widely used as a feature extraction method in pattern recognition applications such as face and gesture recognition, mobile robotics, and hyperspectral image analysis, as well as text mining of knowledge discovery applications. The LDA searches the directions for the maximum discrimination of classes in addition to the dimensionality reduction (Ghassabeh & Moghaddam, 2013 [10]).

3. Data Collection & Research Method

Our study objective, the Taipei International Tourism Expo (TTE), is held every year at the Taipei World Trade Center. Exhibitors include the Tourism Bureau of Taiwan, the central and local county and city governments, domestic and overseas airlines, five-star hotels, amusement parks, resorts, and the mainland Tourism Bureau. In 2015 this exhibition consisted of more than 1200 booths of 450 exhibitors in the Taipei World Trade Center Hall 1. Exhibition visitors also reached a record high of 282,865 visitors, compared with 2014, which was a growth of 10%.

Facebook is favorite social media of people in Taiwan. More than 15 million participate monthly, of which 13 million participate by means of mobile devices. The ages range between 25 years to 34 years make up the main proportion (FB, Reports First Quarter 2015 Results, 22 April 2015 [11]). Our research framework includes data collection, data preparation (pre-processing), select variables (features selection), and statistical analysis (Oh et al., 2015 [12]).

Research Method

1) Text mining in the TTE Facebook fan page, term frequency analysis in R software, text mining technology adapted to identify important key words in the comment texts, extraction of keywords that describe visitors’ perception of sentimental preference.

2) Word cloud analysis, Linear Discriminant analysis (LDA), both of which are effective in visualizing the results of text analysis.

3) 2010 NTUSD Sentiment Classification of Short Chinese Sentences adapted both to classify visitor’s sentimental preference, and to identify emotional factors (sentiment polarity) of visitor.

4) Regression analysis for developing a visitor engagement model for future exhibition visitor prediction and to explore the relationship between visitor sentimental preference & the number of visitors.

4. Result Analysis

4.1. Visitor Profile

TTE started its Facebook fan page in 2011. Our study consists of an extract of 5 years of data which includes
total number of visitors, and the like, comment, and share counts. Table 1 shows that the number of visitors beginning from 188,291 in 2011 rapidly grew every year, and in 2015 reached the record high of 282,865 visitors.

Table 1. 2011-2015 TTE total number of visitor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibition date</th>
<th>Exhibition venue</th>
<th>Total visitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015 5/22 - 25</td>
<td>Taipei world trade center Hall 1</td>
<td>282,865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 5/23 - 26</td>
<td>Taipei world trade center Hall 1</td>
<td>259,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013 5/24 - 27</td>
<td>Taipei world trade center Hall 1</td>
<td>226,863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012 5/25 - 28</td>
<td>Taipei world trade center Hall 1</td>
<td>207,685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 5/13 - 16</td>
<td>Taipei world trade center Hall 1</td>
<td>188,291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Social Media-TTE Facebook Profile

Figure 1 shows 5 years of the TTE Facebook fan page like counts, comment counts, and share counts. FB like counts grew from 156 counts in 2011 to 4214 counts in 2015. The comment counts grew from 32 counts in 2011 to 148 counts in 2015, and the share counts growth from 0 counts in 2011 to 384 counts in 2015. This result showed that within a period of 5 years, the FB fan page population increased their interaction tremendously.

Figure 1. 2011-2015 Facebook counts.

Table 2 demonstrates the mean and SD from the descriptive statistical analysis. The average number of total visitors for 5 years was 233,032; the visitor, and total FB like counts was 2470 counts, the total FB comment counts was 63 counts, and the total FB share counts was 290 counts.

Table 2. Descriptive statistical analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total visitor</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>233032.8</td>
<td>38288.55</td>
<td>188291</td>
<td>282865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB like count</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>2470.6</td>
<td>1875.742</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>4214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment counts</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>52.48619</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB share counts</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>290.6</td>
<td>184.2778</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent index</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>1.75322</td>
<td>0.1955383</td>
<td>1.4633</td>
<td>2.0056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Word cloud and Linear Discriminant Analysis

The result from Figure 2 is 5 years word cloud and linear discriminant analysis, term frequency analysis in R software was employed. Text mining technology was adapted to identify important key words in the comment texts. Both word cloud analysis and Linear Discriminant analysis (LDA) are the most effective in visualizing the results of text analysis.

The result of word cloud shows that the visitors are highly concern with 1) TTE selecting the Taipei World Trade Center Hall1 as exhibition venue. 2) The main theme is related to health care activities. 3) Using gamification in Facebook and an incentive prize of free air ticket, tourism…..etcetera to create visitor involvement. 4) Exhibition booths are present to distinguish the characteristics of exhibition experience related to wedding tourism, internet exhibition, entrepreneurship etc.
The 2011 linear Discriminant analysis (LDA) result was the visitors express their preference about incentive prize, the creative activities to enhance their exhibition experience, and the free exhibition ticket. In 2012 visitors concerned with free lodging, trip, discount, and the reputation of exhibitor. The 2013 visitors cared for special exhibition activities designed for health care, living, and children. The 2014 visitors looked forward to winning free exhibition ticket and preferred that there be at least one wedding trip exhibitor. In 2015, visitors concerned with a free incentive international air ticket and free hotel, tourism coupons. The main interests from the visitor’s perception from 2011 to 2015 separated into two routes, one route concerned free incentive activities and distinguishing exhibitors, the other route concerned the exhibition venues, location, brand reputation and exhibition experience.

4.4. Sentimental Analysis

Sentimental analysis and opinion mining is the field of study that analyzes people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, attitudes, and emotions from written language. This field is one of the most active research areas in natural language processing and is also widely studied in data mining, web mining, and text mining. The growing importance of sentiment analysis coincides with the growth of social media such as reviews, forum discussions, blogs, micro-blogs, Twitter, and social networks (Liu, 2012 [13]). Sentimental analysis extract positive (+1), and negative (−1) emotions from text. We use R software to extract each message’s sentiment. The NTU Sentiment Dictionary has been adopted to classify the words into psychologically meaningful categories.

According to the result of sentimental analysis, both post and comment text messages are classified in the positive emotion category (Table 3, Figure 3, Figure 4). But the comment sentiment coefficient shows the exhibition visitor a drop in their positive emotion every year form 2011 of 0.1491 to 2015 of 0.0022. The post sentiment coefficient also dropped from 2011 of 0.1805 to 2015 of 0.1326. Those are the warning signs that the exhibition management and marketing design have to improve to remain a positive emotion engagement in the minds of the visitors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.1805</td>
<td>0.1491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.1424</td>
<td>0.0435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.1346</td>
<td>0.0589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0.1381</td>
<td>0.0425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.1326</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-2015</td>
<td>0.1379</td>
<td>0.0254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. 2011-2015 post sentimental analysis.

Figure 4. 2011-2015 comment sentimental analysis.
We then counted the total positive and negative messages from FB \((i)\) and generated a sentiment index (SENT-INDEX) for \(i\). Neutral messages were discarded. The SENT-INDEX score was adopted from the work of Oh et al. 2015 of Social media analytics framework: The Case of Twitter and Super Bowl Ads. A SENT-INDEX measure that is more than 0 is positive, 0 is neutral and less than 0 is negative. Equation 1 shows the equation for the SENT-INDEX,

Equation 1 Sent Index

\[
\text{SENT-INDEX}_i = \ln \left[ \frac{1 + \text{TOTAL}^\text{POSITIVE}}{1 + \text{TOTAL}^\text{NEGATIVE}} \right]
\]

Table 4 lists the SENT-INDEX scores at the bottom. The result shows that all 5 years are positive sentimental which demonstrate the visitor perception of positive emotion with regard to those exhibitions. 2014 has the highest positive sentimental coefficient of 2.0056 compared with 2011 of 1.4633, but generally, the 5 year sent-index has no significant difference in the visitors’ positive emotion perception.

Table 4. Sent-index analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7804</td>
<td>1.4633</td>
<td>1.8053</td>
<td>2.0056</td>
<td>1.7115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5. Model Development by Regression Equation

Social media usage may be able to construct a user behavior patterns (Hill, 2014 [14]). This stage is to analyze the extracted features from Stepwise Regression Models. We employed a stepwise regression approach to analyze the relationship between the number of visitors and the FB likes, comments, share counts and sent-index. Our model set the dependent variable of the number of exhibition visitor and the independent variables of FB like counts, comment counts, share counts and sent-index as shown in Equation 2.

Equation 2 regression model

The number of exhibition visitor, \(i = \beta_0 \text{intercept} + \beta_1 \text{FB like counts}_i + \beta_2 \text{FB comment counts}_i + \beta_3 \text{FB share counts}_i + \beta_4 \text{SENT-INDEX}_i + e_i\)

Table 5 shows the Pearson correlation expressed FB like counts, comment counts, and share counts as significant in relation to the number of exhibition visitor. Table 6 resulted from stepwise regression. The \(R^2\) of 52.8% and adjusted \(R^2\) of 44.9% for model 2 signified a stronger ability to explain the relations’*. This finding shows the relevance of both FB like counts and comments generated by social media in relation to the visitor engagement performance.

Table 5. Pearson correlation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Visitor</th>
<th>Like</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Share</th>
<th>Sent-index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visitor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENT-index</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Result from stepwise regression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(R^2)</th>
<th>Adj. (R^2)</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52.8%</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

This exhibition visitor framework shows usefulness in extracting and analyzing social media measures for exhibition’s visitor engagement predictions. This framework is generalizable to other domains in the Asia area. An
analytic method may provide a professional exhibition organizer (PEO) with accurate information in developing successful WOM marketing strategies or an exhibition management design for promoting successful exhibition visitor engagements. This study result demonstrates that the TTE increased the number of visitor engagements, but the visitors’ positive sentiment dropped every year. PEO should be able to make quality decisions both quickly and accurately in order to respond exhibition visitor needs from social media platform, and continuously monitor as their social media investment bursting into ROI.

We validated the exhibition visitor engagement framework by providing evidence that social media measures the relationship between visitor numbers of exhibition and text messages of Facebook fan page. Thus, we contributed the data mining technic application in exhibition management, especially in Asia area research. The other value of this study is the visitor engagement model development for exhibition visitor forecasting, in order to provide PEO and PCO guidelines for an exhibition management and marketing strategy.

Social media marketing has been referred as “word of mouth” marketing of the internet age. When compared with traditional event marketing strategy, Ramsborg (2015) suggests that PEO should go social with event marketing, and use social media to promote events on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter..., PEO should consider to 1) create a Facebook event, 2) set up an event group on Linkdelin and Instagram… 3) post session preview videos on YouTube, 4) blog about featured demo or discussion topics, 5) an exhibition app should design a comment post area that can interact with visitors, to maximize the exhibition experience, 6) using gamification in social media and an incentive prize to create visitor involvement and enhanced exhibition experience. Over 3/4 of the present global population is using mobile phones, over 25% use location-based services, for engaging with event visitors. The PEO should try: 1) using Twitter to send out “from the event” updated; 2) hosting a Tweetup or Tweet chat; 3) promoting a Foursquare or a Gowalla event check-in; 4) creating an SMS/MMS text campaign for event updates or contests; 5) integrating QR codes to boost buzz and participation (Ramsborg, 2015 [15]).
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